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Ekinops’ SixSq announces updates to the Nuvla platform 

and marketplace legal framework for improved business 

enablement 

PRESS RELEASE 

PARIS, May 23rd, 2023 - EKINOPS (Euronext Paris - FR0011466069 – EKI), a leading network access 
and virtualization specialist, today announced important updates to the legal framework for the 
Nuvla platform and marketplace, provided by its subsidiary SixSq SA. 

Nuvla is a proven B2B SaaS digital platform and marketplace for industrialization and automation 
of containerized edge applications and device management. Nuvla enables the deployment 
of these applications on the Ekinops OneAccess branded customer premise equipment (CPE), 
as well as a large range of certified hardware platforms. The Nuvla marketplace contains a 
growing number of ready-made apps, provided by domain matter experts (aka app vendors). 
These apps can be automatically deployed in 1-click to any Nuvla enabled edges, eliminating 
human error and improving quality. Furthermore, users can register their own apps, creating a 
private app store, mixing in commercially available apps from the marketplace.  

The simplified Terms and Conditions (T&C) and End User License Agreement (EULA) make business 
between app vendors, customers and end users frictionless and straightforward. They also 
support network service providers and system integrators in generating additional recurring 
revenue at the edge and in the cloud. 

SixSq’s CEO Marc-Elian Bégin said, "With this major update to our T&C, we are bringing to edge 
computing the frictionless business enablement that Amazon created when they introduced 
cloud computing 17 years ago.” 

The key highlights of the new legal framework are: 

• Clear terms between app vendors, the Nuvla operator (SixSq) and customers to enable 
frictionless business, including payments 

• Geographical legal coverage now including Europe, North America, the Middle East and 
Asia Pacific 

• Easier to read and better organized terms 

Ekinops’s CEO Didier Brédy said, "Ekinops is always pushing innovation and simplicity in our 
industry. With this updated legal framework, we are able to offer telecom operators, as well as 
their enterprise & SMB customers, a new and much simpler way of leveraging edge computing, 
building on the well-established Ekinops portfolio. This is a win-win for both Ekinops and our 
customers to create new revenue streams.” 

The changes came into force on 11 May 2023 and users were given the opportunity to review 
the details before continuing to use the service. 

The updated Terms and Conditions can be found here. 

The updated standard apps EULA can be found here.  

 

END 

https://sixsq.com/platform
https://sixsq.com/legal/legal-general-terms-and-conditions-v2.html
https://sixsq.com/legal/standard-apps-eula-v2.html
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Press 

For further media information, or to schedule an interview with Ekinops, please contact Fraser Kay, iseepr +44(0) 113 350 1922 / 

fraser@iseepr.co.uk 

 

About SixSq 

SixSq is a leader in edge computing B2B SaaS. The team is based in Geneva, Switzerland, and embraces the Swiss ideals of excellence, 
innovation and precision. Nuvla.io, the company’s edge-to-cloud B2B management platform and marketplace, allows customers to deploy 
a secure and comprehensive edge and cloud strategy, while avoiding lock-in. The NuvlaEdge software turns any computer into a smart 
edge device connected to Nuvla.io to deploy applications in a range of sectors. The result is a secure edge-to-cloud solution that is 
application centric, hardware agnostic, cloud neutral and container native. 

SixSq is part of the Ekinops group, a leading network equipment and solutions provider. 

 

About EKINOPS 

Ekinops is a leading provider of open, trusted and innovative network connectivity solutions to service providers around the world. Our 
programmable and highly scalable solutions enable the fast, flexible, and cost-effective deployment of new services for both high-speed, 
high-capacity optical transport as well as virtualization-enabled managed enterprise services.  

Our product portfolio consists of three highly complementary product and service sets: EKINOPS360, OneAccess and Compose. 

• EKINOPS360 provides optical transport solutions for metro, regional and long-distance networks with WDM for high-
capacity point-to-point, ring, and optical mesh architectures, and OTN for improved bandwidth utilization and efficient 
multi-service aggregation. 

• OneAccess offers a wide choice of physical and virtualized deployment options for Layer 2 and Layer 3 access network 
functions. 

• Compose supports service providers in making their networks software-defined with a variety of software management tools 
and services, including the scalable SD-WAN Xpress and SixSq Edge-to-Cloud solutions. 

As service providers embrace SDN and NFV deployment models, Ekinops enables future-proofed deployment today, enabling operators to 
seamlessly migrate to an open, virtualized delivery model at a time of their choosing. 

A global organization, Ekinops (EKI) - a public company traded on the Euronext Paris exchange operates on four continents. 

Name: Ekinops 

ISIN code: FR0011466069 

Ticker: EKI 

Total number of shares: 26,648,049 

For more information, visit www.ekinops.com 

 


